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SSUUMMIITTRRAA            AAggee::  99yyrrss 

Sumitra is a quiet and sobre child. She 

speaks softly. She is very organized and 

keeps her things properly. She is also 

very hygiene conscious. 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

Sumitra is picking up the language well. 

She likes to write, with a neat and clear 

conception.  

She has got the basics of how to go 

about her grammar and is slowly 

applying it in her stories or speech. 

Sumitra can read quite well now and she is more confident with her 

pronunciation.  

Her translation ability is good and she can be better creatively. Can 

retain new words and remember their spellings and meanings. 

 

PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES 

A bit shy, highly motivated and polite, Sumitra is a pleasure to have in 

class. She enjoys reading and displays a promising hand in art. 

She is meticulous, hardworking and ardent on most assigned tasks. She 

has a good vocabulary and spellings. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 

She is a good student. She has a good grasp of learning. In the food 

topic she had been given to make the classification chart. She really likes 

to work in group. 

 

MATH 

Sumitra is doing well in math.  

She understands the concepts 

quickly.  

She calculates correctly. 

Sometimes she loses confidence 

and makes mistakes.  

She is very open to accept her 

mistakes and ready to rectify 

them.  

She solves sums and problems quickly. Her work is neat.  She has 

completed fractions of level four. 
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HINDI LANGUAGE 

Sumitra has a good handwriting. She 

also reads properly. In case she comes 

across a difficult word, she tries hard 

to break it and read herself. Only if she 

is unable to read, she asks help from 

her teachers.  

Her Hindi speaking, usage of words 

and pronunciation is good. Her 

thinking ability is sharp.  

 

ODIA LANGUAGE 

Sumitra is a well-disciplined girl. She 

has learnt five Odia songs. She is 

picking up in dictation and loud 

reading as well. On holidays she sings 

Odia songs for her mother. She is encouraged to develop self-

confidence. 

 

Sports 

Sumitra participates in all games and 

sports activities, exercises and yoga 

but is not very energetic. She gets tired 

quickly. 


